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1 Introduction 
The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) operates the Paradox Valley Unit 
(PVU), a salinity control project located at Paradox Valley in western Colorado 
(Figure 1). PVU is part of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program to 
help minimize water degradation in the Colorado River. Paradox Valley, 
overlying a salt anticline, is a major contributor to the salt load of the Colorado 
drainage system. The Dolores River, a tributary of the Colorado River, picks up 
about 185,000 metric tons of salt annually from natural brine inflows as it crosses 
Paradox Valley. Under the Public Law 93-320 (H.R.12165, 1974) that was 
amended in 1984 as Public Law 98-569 (H.R.2790, 1984), Reclamation was 
given the authority to construct and manage desalination projects, such as the 
PVU, along the Colorado River Basin. 

 
To help minimize and control substantial degradation of water quality along the 
Colorado River, PVU operations include the diversion of up to 90 percent of the 
Paradox Valley brine inflows from entering the Dolores River through 
interception of subsurface brine and its long-term pumping from a field of shallow 
extraction wells. The extracted brine is collected and filtered at the surface 
treatment facility and then piped about 6 km into a 4.8-km-deep injection well at 
the edge of the valley. The injection well, herein called Well #1, is designed to 
utilize the Mississippian-age Leadville limestone formation as a long term 
disposal reservoir (Block and others, 2012). 
 
The success of PVU operations, like any other project involving deep-well brine 
disposal, is dependent on the ability of the reservoir to retain brine over extended 
timescales considering the amount of annual brine volume that must be extracted 
and stored. Thus, the secure storage of such large brine volumes requires more 
than just the availability of the appropriate capacities of pore space. The 
impermeable layers, typically shales or evaporites, are also critical to warrant 
brine containment. In PVU’s case, considering the volume of the identified 
reservoir, the storage capacity is available in a deep-lying carbonate formation 
overlain by a confining layer with an acceptable sealing capability. With regard to 
the seal integrity of the reservoir, it is equally vital since the seal may leak or be 
compromised due to injection activities during the life of the storage site. 
 
The state of the reservoir and integrity of the PVU brine injection operations are 
thus of utmost importance to Reclamation. These entail close monitoring of the 
above operations to allow optimum extraction and injection of brine in a safe 
environment while maintaining the water quality along the Colorado River as 
required by the law. Injection site monitoring is traditionally based on brine 
injection rates, pressures, and temperatures (Block and others, 2016). Seismic 
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monitoring, as per the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) requirements 
for PVU Well #1, records and determines earthquake parameters that can provide 
an overall view of the brine reservoir extent and/or subsurface pressure and stress 
change as the fluid finds its way into the porous/fractured portion of the rock 
layer, as have been observed in other previous injection operations (Evans, 1966; 
Healy and others, 1968). Related to this, the Paradox Valley Seismic Network 
(PVSN) was installed in 1985, six years prior to injection testing in 1991, and has 
detected thousands of induced earthquakes since continuous injection began in 
1996. Induced earthquakes have been recorded in close proximity to PVU Well 
#1 and as far as 20 km away from Well #1. The largest event recorded to date has 
moment magnitude 4.0 (Block and others, 2016).  
 
Surface deformation monitoring, on the other hand, is another technique to assess 
the spatial extent or movement of a subsurface change if and when it is massive or 
shallow enough to cause detectable uplift or subsidence in the area (Dusseault and 
Rothenburg, 2002; Metzger and others, 2002; Borgstrom and others, 2006; Aly 
and Cochran, 2011) wherein tilt meters, geodetic, or satellite data are some of the 
typical methods utilized (Riedel and Walther, 2008; Vasco and others, 2008; Jha 
and others, 2015). Unfortunately, no surface measurements utilizing tilt meters or 
GPS have been undertaken for Paradox Valley. Thus, the Consultant Review 
Board (CRB) that convened in 2015 recommended the use of InSAR or GPS to 
determine if there has been a corresponding surface deformation associated with 
the PVU brine injection (CRB, 2015). 

Figure 1. Map showing the location of the Reclamation’s PVU deep injection well in Paradox 
Valley in western Colorado. Adapted from Block and others (2016). 
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2 Study Area 

2.1 Paradox Valley Unit 
PVU is located within Paradox Valley in Montrose County, about 234 miles west 
of Denver, CO and 254 miles north of Albuquerque, NM, with the Dolores River 
and its tributaries draining the region. Paradox Valley, underlain by the largest 
salt anticline in the Paradox Basin in southwest Colorado, is comprised of Jurassic 
sandstone on the rim and Middle Pennsylvanian diapiric evaporitic rocks in the 
valley (Williams, 1964). The formation of the salt anticline is associated with pre-
Pennsylvanian age northwest-trending faults (Baars and Stevenson, 1981). 
Among the combination of processes of uplift, deposition, erosion, and squeezing 
of evaporites and salts in the region, the uplift of the Colorado Plateau could have 
been the process that rejuvenated the streams and increased the rate of ground 
water circulation in the region, contributing to the collapse of the salt anticline 
and formation of Paradox Valley (Cater and Craig, 1970). With the collapsed 
anticline and eroded channels, the valley was ultimately worn away by NW-SE 
trending tributaries of the Dolores River, which consequently exposed, dissolved 
and removed the salt from both the core and overlying layers during their 
headward erosion (Cater and Craig, 1970; Case, 1991). 
 

2.2 Second Well Studies 
After more than 16 years of deep-well brine injection, considering the annual 
volume required to dispose of at the PVU’s Well #1, a report by Block and others 
(2012) noted that the maximum allowable surface injection pressure (MASIP) 
specified in Reclamation’s operating permit from EPA could be reached within 
the next several years. Since the MASIP limit was designed to inhibit seal 
breaching as well as to prevent shallow groundwater contamination, decreased 
injection rates and/or shut-ins of the Well #1 are anticipated to dissipate near-well 
pressures. Such shut-ins, however, will eventually lead to decreased operational 
efficiency and benefits of the PVU. One of the alternatives being considered to 
address this issue is to drill a second injection well to either replace or operate in 
conjunction with Well #1 to lengthen its operational lifespan.  
 
As early as 1975 and up to its test injections in 1991 to 1995, a number of studies 
were undertaken to assess (Turner, 1975; USBR, 1978; Williams, 1982) and 
review the viability of deep well brine disposal at PVU (Goins and Flak, 1983; 
Klementich, 1983). By 1985, a drill site at the current location of Well #1 was 
identified based on lithology and a relatively thin but effective confining salt layer 
to be the most feasible site (Goins and Flak, 1983; Davis, 1985). PVU’s Well #1 
was built to EPA Underground Injection Code (UIC) Class I standards and 
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subsequently permitted as a Class V disposal well with an initial MASIP limit of 
5,000 psi (EPA, 1997). The MASIP was later increased to 5,350 psi (EPA, 2011). 
 
From 2009 to 2012, as Block and others (2012) noted, the maximum surface 
injection pressure of Well #1 was increasing at about 100 psi per year with the 
highest daily average surface injection pressure at 5,100 psi recorded in 2012. 
However, in early 2013 a local magnitude (ML) 4.4 induced earthquake occurred 
wherein the flow rate was reduced and maximum injection pressures were 
subsequently decreased (Yeck and Block, 2014). Despite these changes, pressures 
are expected to gradually increase, even at the reduced flow rate, and may 
eventually reach the current MASIP or lead to unacceptable levels of induced 
seismicity. To avoid the current MASIP exceedance or to mitigate seismicity 
levels, additional reductions of injection flow rate or an increase in the number of 
well shut-downs days might need to be undertaken in the future. In both cases, 
PVU’s efficiency of injection operations and economic viability would decline. 
Therefore, drilling a second well is among other solutions being considered. 
Within this concept, the CRB (2015) recommended that the possible deformation 
caused by Well #1 should be assessed through InSAR or GPS. It was thought that 
this type of analysis might help define the spatial extent of subsurface pore 
pressure increase from PVU Well #1, which is one factor that must be taken into 
account when evaluating locations for a potential second injection well. This 
Technical Memorandum herein presents the results of the InSAR analysis for the 
PVU Well #1 in Paradox Valley.  

3 Methodology 

3.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) interferometry is a method for the detection and 
monitoring of earth surface processes where sufficient backscattering, flat slope 
gradients, and very slow changes of vegetation are present (Pritchard, 2006). In 
this research, the InSAR pairs are analyzed for possible subsurface deformation 
related to brine water injection in Paradox Valley, Colorado where Reclamation’s 
PVU is located. Considering the extensive data archive available today from 
various active sensor systems like Radio Detection And Ranging or radar 
(Marconi, 1922; Keuren, 1997; Raymond C. Watson, 2009), high quality 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) scenes has provided data to generate high 
resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEM) and most importantly a method to 
detect vertical or horizontal displacements on the surface of the earth through 
Interferometric SAR since 1991 (Amelung and others, 1999; Lu and others, 
2007). 
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The radar on the satellite transmits radio waves from the satellite antenna and 
receives the reflected wave from a target. The amplitude of the reflected wave can 
be used to characterize the size and surface material of the target. The distance 
between the target and the satellite can be estimated from the how much time it 
takes for the wave to bounce back to the satellite (Figure 2). Through the process, 
radio waves that were sent out and reflected back to the satellite interact, intensify 
or cancel each other, a phenomenon called interference. Thus, the measured 
difference in the interference between two observations taken from approximately 
the same positions but at two different times is the technique called interferometry 
(Curlander and McDonough, 1991; Gens and Genderen, 1996). The basic 
principle is to inversely obtain the terrain elevation from the phase differences and 
orbital parameters of two SAR images taken while illuminating the same surface. 
Subtracting the corresponding interferogram against the available topography, the 
residual phases represent the phase change or deformation of the illuminated 
ground in the radar line-of-sight (LOS) direction, along with other effects on the 
radar propagation that include variations in the atmosphere. Through this 
technique, InSAR is able to obtain high-spatial density centimeter-level 
deformation measurements. InSAR has been successfully applied to the 
monitoring of water or oil extraction-related settling, active faulting activities, 
dam deformation, landslide-related deformation, and volcanic- and mining-related 
deformation (Fielding and others, 1998; Hooper, 2008; Wang and others, 2010; 
Tantianuparp and others, 2013). 

 

3.2 InSAR and its limitations 
InSAR, mainly due to its wide spatial coverage, fine resolution, high 
measurement accuracy, all-weather and day-and-night imaging capability, is 

Figure 2. a. Diagram showing how radar interferometry detects uplift of the Earth’s surface. 
Both the distance between the satellite positions and the amount of uplift (surface layer) are 
exaggerated for clarity. Adapted from Helz (2005). b. The geometry of a satellite 
interferometric SAR system showing the orbit separation (interferometric baseline) and its 
projection perpendicular to the slant range direction observed on the same area from 
slightly different look angles (Ө) as modified from Ferretti and others (2007). 

a b 
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considered a technological advancement in ground surface deformation and 
topographic mapping (Pritchard, 2006; Lu and others, 2007). Graham (1974) first 
displayed its mapping application while Zebker and Goldstein (1986) and 
Goldstein and others (1988) demonstrated its airborne and space borne 
applications to Earth observations. Monitoring and detection of deformations in 
varying degree using InSAR over extensive areas were utilized and proven 
suitable on geothermal fields (Carnec and Fabriol, 1999), coastal subsidence 
(Teatini and others, 2007), ground water extraction (Chen and others, 2016), 
volcanic region (Aly and Cochran, 2011), and slope measurements (Tofani and 
others, 2013; Teshebaeva and others, 2015). Currently, InSAR technology 
development has made major progress in utilizing huge numbers of SAR images 
from ERS, Radarsat, JERS, Envisat, ALOS and TerraSAR sensors on a wide 
range of applications (Fielding and others, 1998; Fialko and Simons, 2000; Nolan 
and Fatland, 2003; Nolan and others, 2003; Liu and others, 2011; Khakim and 
others, 2012).   
 
Radar is a technique where microwave electromagnetic radiation is transmitted at 
a frequency range of 108-1011 Hz and wavelengths on the order of 1-1000 mm. 
Such a wavelength range facilitates radar’s ability for Earth surface imaging 
through clouds in all-weather, and both during the day or at night. Radar imagery 
uses radar energy that is reflected from a region on the ground defined by the 
distance perpendicular to the flight direction and the distance along the flight 
path, known as range and azimuth, respectively. Numerous radar pulses are 
combined to create the ground scatterers image via the synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) technique. Consequently, an interferogram is generated when phases from 
images are subtracted producing phase-difference fringes indicative of changes in 
the distance between the ground and satellite antenna (Figure 2a). Thus, each 
InSAR pair provides only an individual measure of deformation on the LOS 
direction (Pritchard, 2006). Since InSAR involves images from two observations 
in one place at different times, the distance between the SAR satellite orbits for 
the first and second observations is known as baseline length (Figure 2b). DEM is 
the data used in the InSAR image processing to remove the fringes caused by 
topography called topographic fringes. During processing, if the ground surface 
geometries measured by SAR observation and DEM are different, the resulting 
phase difference in the image may appear as false deformation. Thus, shorter 
baseline length will produce better results (or phase difference is greater 
combined with longer baseline length) since small DEM error could produce 
bigger error in the image if the baseline is long. Overall, the acceptable maximum 
baseline length is proportional to the radar wavelength, hence the usable baselines 
for ERS with C-band are smaller than usable baselines for ALOS with L-band in 
InSAR computations as illustrated in Table 1 (Sandwell and others, 2011).  
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Table 1. Comparison of different satellite’s baselines, for the specified look angles (Ө) and 
radar frequencies, adapted from Sandwell and others (2011) 
 

Look Angle 23° 34° 41° 

ERS/ENVISAT 
16 MHz 1.1 km 2.0 2.9 

ALOS FBD 
14 MHz 3.6 6.5 9.6 

ALOS FBS 
28 MHz 7.3 13.1 18.6 

ERS/ENVISAT – altitude = 790 km, wavelength = 56 mm 
ALOS – altitude = 700 km, wavelength = 236 mm 
Shaded area is most common mode for interferometry 
 
 
As mentioned earlier, aside from orbit and topography, InSAR technology has 
limitations due to variable conditions of the atmosphere (troposphere and the 
ionosphere) in view of the characteristics of electromagnetic waves. 
Electromagnetic waves are delayed when they travel through the troposphere, 
which can cause significant errors to repeat-pass InSAR measurements 
(Massonnet and Feigl, 1995; Tarayre and Massonnet, 1996; Ding and others, 
2008). Considering these limits, investigations to further understand and/or to 
mitigate these effects by Zebker and others (1997) showed that spatial and 
temporal changes of relative humidity (e.g. 20%) of the troposphere could 
produce 10 to 14 cm errors in the measured ground deformations. Thus, 
tropospheric effects are a clear limiting factor for wide spread applications of 
repeat-pass InSAR  (Massonnet and Feigl, 1995). 
 

3.3 GMTSAR 
In this study, the processing of high-resolution scenes from SAR satellites was 
done using an open source InSAR software utilizing Generic Mapping Tools SAR 
(GMTSAR). The Generic Mapping Tools is an open source mapping software by  
(Wessel and Smith, 1991) integrated into SAR processing where the image is 
focused on a point reflector on the ground by coherently summing thousands of 
consecutive echoes to produce a synthetic aperture. The basic processes to 
produce reliable interferograms under GMTSAR are properly focused together 
with geographic to radar coordinates transformation, image alignment, and 
interferogram flattening (Sandwell and others, 2011). The effects from 
topographic phase were removed from the interferogram using independent 
topographic information (Farr and others, 2007) that is also included under 
GMTSAR processing. The Snaphu phase unwrapping code (Chen and Zebker, 
2000) is used without modification in GMTSAR. Please refer to Sandwell and 
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others (2011) for further details and the rest of the algorithms used under 
GMTSAR methods. The proceeding analysis of InSAR results using GMTSAR 
was undertaken to ascertain if there is detectable vertical and horizontal 
deformation for Paradox Valley and its surrounding area related to PVU Well #1 
injections (Figure 1).  
 

4 SAR Data 
Several studies related to the siting of a potential second injection well to address 
the current MASIP issue for PVU’s operations near Paradox Valley are currently 
underway. One of these studies is this research effort focused on detection of 
surface deformation on Paradox Valley using SAR scenes. SAR images were 
collected from UNAVCO’s WInSAR consortium and National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration’s (NASA) Alaska Satellite Facility archives. SAR scenes 
from various agencies including European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellites, 
ERS1 and ERS2, European Space Agency’s Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) 
and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Advanced Land Observing Satellite 
“Daichi” (ALOS-1) were collected.  
 
143 SAR scenes were collected that span from 1992-2000 for ERS1, 1995-2011 
for ERS2, 2004-2012 for ENVISAT, and 2006-2011 for ALOS-1. ERS1, ERS2 
and ENVISAT use C-band frequency (4-8 GHz) with wavelength of 5.6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
cm. The other frequency is in the L-band (1−2.6 GHz), used by the Japanese 
satellites JERS and ALOS-1, at a wavelength of 23.6 cm. The frequency plays a 
role in Earth’s surface deformation detection because higher radar frequencies 
result in smaller penetration depths in any type of material. The C-band represents 
a reasonable compromise between penetration depth in the canopies of trees and 
bushes and backscattering properties of the soil in relation to the L-band 
(Henderson and J., 1998; Nolan and Fatland, 2003). The repeat cycle between two 
or more scenes depends on the satellite mission, which is 35 days for ERS and 
ENVISAT, and 46 days for ALOS-1.  
 
On the other hand, the time interval for InSAR processing is one of the limiting 
factors that cause loss of coherence, which is typically dependent on the 
vegetation cycle and growth rate. Another limiting factor for SAR data processing 
is the length of the perpendicular baseline (difference of the satellite position) 
between the acquired images for data processing. If the baseline is too large, then 
the interferograms are not usable. Furthermore, due to a limited number of SAR 
satellites with rigorous requirements of acceptable baseline for repeat images, 
useful image pairs are hard to obtain despite the large archives of imagery. During 
this research, it was also noted that scene availability, sensor type, and image 
selection have significant influence on the final results of the interferometric 
processing. The temporal and spatial distribution of the baselines as well as the 
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terrain characteristics also have great influence on resulting InSAR. The spatial 
slope orientation was taken into consideration when choosing descending 
(satellite moving south and looking west) or ascending (satellite moving north and 
looking east) satellite tracks. Lastly, it should be noted that Sandwell and others 
(2008) showed that on ideal conditions the spatial resolution for L-band (ALOS) 
is 1.3x better then C-band (ERS/ENVISAT) with rms LOS precision of 14mm 
and rms azimuth precision (flight direction) of 71mm, which is at least 4x better 
than C-band. 

5 Results 
The results of InSAR processing for Paradox Valley are herein presented. Figure 
3 shows the SAR scene coverage over the region for ERS1 from 1992 to 2000 and 
for ERS2 from 1995 to 2011. Figure 4 shows the coverage of SAR scenes over 
PVU with ENVISAT, and ALOS-1 from 2004 to 2012 and from 2006 to 2011, 
respectively. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. The coverage of ERS1 (a) and ERS-2 (b) SAR scenes processed over PVU Well #1 
(circle) region in Paradox Valley. The numbers in various colors are the track and frame 
numbers corresponding to the scene coverage defined by squares. 
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A number of InSAR results demonstrate typical examples of high (Figures 5, 7 
and 9) and low (Figure 6, 8, and 10) coherence with their associated interferences. 
The InSAR coherence is estimated from local spatial correlation of the phase in 
the interferogram. Since coherence of the backscattered phase is the prerequisite 
for making accurate comparisons between the two data acquisitions, one of the 
main limiting factors is temporal decorrelation (coherence decrease) due to 
surface change. The most common causes of surface change are vegetation or 
snow cover, which cause low correlation that prevents the recovery of the phase 
measurement. In the InSAR processing chain, the first step is the co-registration 
between two radar scenes. Once these scenes are co-registered, then the 
interferogram is calculated. During processing, the coherence is estimated from 
the normalized absolute value of the correlation between nearby pixels and varies 
from 0 to 1. Low to high coherence is shown as a color gradient scale from black 
to white on plots shown here. Hence, the coherence plot shows higher (whiter) 
coherence as indicative of better results on the differential interferogram. 

 
To get reasonable input values for data processing, precise SAR satellite orbits 
and DEM from the Space Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission available at 
http://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar/demgen/ were used to estimate and remove the 
interferogram phase due to topography and baseline. Multiple filter steps are 
applied to reduce the system and processing noise and to enhance the searched 
signal (Wegmüller and Strozzi, 1998; Werner and others, 2002; Wegmüller and 
others, 2006). Afterwards, the phase unwrapping process is executed using 
Snaphu (Chen and Zebker, 2000) to generate the differential interferogram. This 
is typically called the 2-pass approach for ERS1/2 and ALOS-1. One fringe (color 
cycle through the rainbow) represents 2.8 cm of apparent ground deformation for 

Figure 4. The coverage of ALOS-1 (a) and ENVISAT (b) SAR scenes processed over PVU 
Well #1 (circle). The numbers in various colors are the track and frame numbers 
corresponding to the scene coverage in rectangles. 
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ERS1/2 and 11.8 cm displacement for ALOS-1, away from the radar in the 
unwrapped phase and LOS displacement maps of the figures. Pixels with 
coherence below a threshold of 0.2 are masked out (white or gray), because the 
unwrapping will be inaccurate for those pixels. 
 
After processing image pairs for the study site, it was noted that coherence for 
many InSAR pairs using ERS1 (Figure 5 and Appendix I), ERS2 (Figure 7 and 
Appendix II), ALOS-1 (Figure 9 and Appendix III), and ENVISAT (Appendix 
IV) are acceptable with corresponding good InSAR results (interferograms). For 
each InSAR pair, the extracted LOS displacement map are shown in centimeters 
between the master and slave images where blue (away) and red (toward) are 
displacements of the ground relative to the satellite from the unwrapped InSAR 
phase as illustrated in (a). The associated interferogram (unwrapped phase fields) 
are also shown in (b). Accordingly, examples of interferometric results with very 
low coherence using the same satellites as above are shown in Figure 6, Figure 8 
and Figure 10 for the study site. By comparing the corresponding plots of 
coherence, LOS and interferogram or unwrapped phase fields, it is apparent that 
results in using ERS1, ERS2, ALOS-1, and ENVISAT produced significant 
interferograms with good coverage and coherence for the PVU region. Plots of 
most of the results are shown in Appendix I for ERS1, Appendix II for ERS2, 
Appendix III for ALOS-1 and Appendix IV for ENVISAT.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. An example of a LOS displacement map (a) with good coherence produced for 
Paradox Valley Unit (star) for ERS1’s t91_f765 scenes from the interferogram (b) between 
the master and slave scenes taken on 1993-07-02 and 1993-08-06, respectively with 303 m 
baseline length. Scale shows -10 to 10 cm of LOS displacement. Right inset (a) shown as 
white pixels correspond to high coherence and grey/black pixels to low or no correlation. 
The area in the insets and (b) enclosed in rectangle is the Paradox Valley region. 

b 
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Figure 6. An example of a LOS displacement map (a) with low coherence produced for 
Paradox Valley Unit (star) for ERS1’s t184_f0 scenes from the interferogram (b) between 
the master and slave scenes taken on 1993-04-29 and 1993-06-30, respectively with 1882 m 
baseline length. Scale shows -10 to 10 cm of LOS displacement. Right inset in (a) shown as 
white pixels correspond to high coherence and grey/black pixels indicates low or no 
correlation. The area in the insets and (b) enclosed by a rectangle is the Paradox Valley 
region.  

Figure 7. An example of a LOS displacement map (a) with good coherence produced for 
Paradox Valley Unit (star) for ERS-2’s t184_f2835 scenes and its associated interferogram 
(b) between the master and slave scenes taken on 1996-01-28 and 1996-05-12, respectively 
with 811 m baseline length. Scale shows -10 to 10 cm of LOS displacement. Right inset in (a) 
shown as white pixels correspond to high coherence and grey/black pixels indicates low or no 
correlation. The area in the insets and (b) enclosed by a rectangle is the Paradox Valley 
region. 

a b 

a b 
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Figure 8.  An example of a LOS displacement map (a) with moderate coherence produced 
for Paradox Valley Unit (star) for ERS-2’s t184_f2835 scenes and its interferogram (b) with 
788 m baseline length between the master and slave scenes taken on 1995-05-12 and 1996-06-
16, respectively. Scale shows -10 to 10 cm of LOS displacement. Right inset in (a) shown as 
white pixels correspond to high coherence and grey/black pixels indicates low or no 
correlation. The area in the insets and (b) enclosed by a rectangle is the Paradox Valley 
region. 

Figure 9. An example of a LOS displacement map (a) with good coherence produced for 
Paradox Valley Unit (star) for ALOS-1 t27105_f750 scenes and interferogram (b) with 2808 
m baseline length between master and slave scenes taken on 2006-12-30 and 2007-0702, 
respectively. Right inset in (a) shown as white pixels correspond to high coherence and 
grey/black pixels indicates low or no correlation. The area in the insets and (b) enclosed by a 
rectangle is the Paradox Valley region. 

a b 

a b 
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Overall, processing of ERS1, ERS2, ALOS-1, and ENVISAT datasets produced 
interferograms with good coherence among the available SAR imageries for 
PVU. Considering that the phase difference between two images taken at different 
times along almost the same satellite location corresponds to the change in the 
path length of radar waves to targets in the ground, the resulting interferogram, 
therefore, is the change in distance to the ground surface along the look direction 
of the satellite, plus possible effects of the atmosphere on the propagation path. 
The look direction for ERS1 and ERS2 is inclined 23° from the vertical. Hence, 
ERS data are more sensitive to vertical displacements (92% of vertical motion) in 
the target area than to horizontal displacements (39% of horizontal motion). 
ALOS-1 used an angle from the vertical of 37o, so it is more sensitive to 
horizontal motion (60%) than ERS but still highly sensitive to vertical 
displacements (80%). For that reason, results for PVU shown in Figures 5-15 and 
all interferograms in Appendices I-IV that are shown as unwrapped phase field 
maps (blue to red pixels) correspond to nearer or farther (vertical displacements) 
distance relative to radar in centimeters. Scale in each LOS displacement plot 
shows -10 to 10 cm displacements. In these plots, the absence of coherence is 
indicated by the absence of colored pixels. 

Figure 10. Another example of a LOS displacement map (a) with low coherence produced 
for Paradox Valley Unit (star) for ALOS-1 t27105_f750 scenes and its interferogram (b) with 
3476 m baseline length between master and slave scenes taken 2010-01-07 and 2011-02-25, 
respectively. Right inset in (a) shown as white pixels correspond to high coherence and 
grey/black pixels indicates low or no correlation. The area in the insets and (b) enclosed by a 
rectangle is the Paradox Valley region. 

a b 
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Figure 11. The unwrapped phase fields produced for Paradox Valley region using ERS1 91_765 scenes 
with deformation range of -10 cm to +10 cm corresponding to distance farther and nearer to the radar, 
respectively. Green and red circle indicate the location of PVU extraction and injection points, 
respectively; and dates on the lower left hand of each plot correspond to the dates of master and slave 
scenes used in the processing. Insets are the whole unwrapped scene and the corresponding coherence plot. 
Baseline lengths of each interferogram from left to right and top to bottom in meters: 303, 331, 81, 634, 
351, and 298. 

Figure 12. The unwrapped phase fields produced for Paradox Valley region using ERS1 184_0 scenes with 
deformation range of -10 cm to +10 cm corresponding to distance farther and nearer to the radar, 
respectively. Green and red circle indicate the location of PVU extraction and injection points, respectively; 
and dates on the lower left hand of each plot correspond to the dates of master and slave scenes used in the 
processing. Insets are the whole unwrapped scene and the corresponding coherence plot. Baseline lengths 
of each interferogram from left to right and top to bottom in meters: 368, 509, 866, 64, 169 and 74. 
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Figure 13. The unwrapped phase fields produced for Paradox Valley region using ERS1 184_2835 scenes with 
deformation range of -10 cm to +10 cm corresponding to distance farther and nearer to the radar, 
respectively. Green and red circle indicate the location of PVU extraction and injection points, respectively; 
and dates on the lower left hand of each plot correspond to the dates of master and slave scenes used in the 
processing. Insets are the whole unwrapped scene and the corresponding coherence plot. Baseline lengths of 
each interferogram from left to right and top to bottom in meters: 114, 466, 64, 169, 358, and 79. 

Figure 14. The unwrapped phase fields produced for Paradox Valley region using ERS-2 184_2835 scenes with 
deformation range of -10 cm to +10 cm corresponding to distance farther and nearer to the radar, respectively. 
Green and red circle indicate the location of PVU extraction and injection points, respectively; and dates on the 
lower left hand of each plot correspond to the dates of master and slave scenes used in the processing. Insets are 
the whole unwrapped scene and the corresponding coherence plot. Baseline lengths of each interferogram from 
left to right and top to bottom in meters: 262, 415, 42, 129, 200, and 60. 
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Figure 15. The unwrapped phase fields produced for Paradox Valley region using ALOS-1 271050_750 scenes with 
deformation range of -10 cm to +10 cm corresponding to distance farther and nearer to the radar, respectively. Green 
and red circle indicate the location of PVU extraction and injection points, respectively; and dates on the lower left 
hand of each plot correspond to the dates of master and slave scenes used in the processing. Insets are the whole 
unwrapped scene and the corresponding coherence plot. Baseline lengths of each interferogram from left to right and 
top to bottom in meters: 1876, 2840, 167, 162, 2624, and 586. 

Figure 16. Map showing the seismic stations of the PVSN (triangles) and the earthquakes 
recorded in the region during PVU brine injection brine from 1991 to 2015. Adapted from 
Block et al., 2016. 
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Figures 5 to 15 and a number of plots in the appendices illustrate the volume of 
SAR imageries processed and are most probably representative interferograms for 
Paradox Valley from 1991 to 2011. In terms of quality, however, many InSAR 
results were poor and unusable due to large spatial baselines together with 
temporal changes in surface conditions (e.g. snow cover or heavy rain) that 
caused very low coherence. A few interferograms are also affected by phase 
unwrapping errors (i.e. processing failed to determine the relative phase between 
the pixels) displayed as sharp discontinuity in the phase as on page 125 of 
Appendix I, page 219 of Appendix II, and pages 346, 351, 379 and 387 of 
Appendix IV. These occurred in a small number of the interferograms and are 
ignored. Furthermore, there are additional apparent atmospheric effects most 
probably due to turbulent variations of water vapor and variation in ionosphere as 
indicated by extensive linear band or fringe variation that do not correlate with 
topography, Examples can be seen on some plots (Appendix II-207; III-278, 280, 
281, 288) that are also ignored in the analysis. 
 
On the other hand, a number of the high-quality interferograms have long time 
intervals of 3 months to several years, a few of which are up to five years as can 
be seen Figures 11 to 15 and their corresponding Appendices. The ERS time 
intervals are mostly between 1995 and 2000, which is when the ERS-1 and ERS-2 
satellites were in full operation. This is also the time period when PVU Well #1 
started its near-continuous injection activities and had its highest injection rate. 
The ALOS time intervals, on the other hand, are between 2006 and 2011. These 
long-interval high-quality interferograms show no consistent sign of deformation 
in the area of the PVU injection well or at least in the vicinity where earthquakes 
have been located by the Reclamation PVSN (Figure 16).  
 
Overall, the deformation from interferometric results are quite extensive and 
variable in magnitude that appear to correlate with topographic features (Figure 
11-15, Appendices I-IV). Based on the variability that is consistent with 
topography and most probably season, it can be surmised that the apparent 1-10 
cm changes are most probably weather-related (i.e. due to variations in water 
vapor in the atmosphere that affects the radar propagation). Changes in water 
vapor distribution with elevation between SAR image acquisitions, especially 
with different seasons, will cause InSAR phase variations that are correlated with 
topography, as seen in several of the images.  
 
In consideration of geology and surface clay content of the rocks in the area, it 
should be mentioned that the extensive topographic-related deformation that has 
been noted in most of the InSAR results may be related to clay characteristic in 
the region. Such cases have been observed in London (Boyle and others, 2000) 
and Mexico City (Siles and others, 2015), wherein clays were observed in the 
ground that were confirmed and ascertained by InSAR with expansion/contraction 
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of as much as 5 cm and 28 cm, respectively. In Paradox Valley, the factors that 
could cause the clay to shrink or swell are soil, geology, weather, and atmosphere. 
In addition, soil wetness/dryness caused by melting of snow cover and/or seasonal 
rainfall variations in the region could lead to soil expansion and contraction. 
Although there are no published clay-content or clay-related hazard studies in 
Paradox Valley, both Moab and Spanish Valley located northwest of the study 
area are known to have expansive soil and rock. In such cases, clay minerals are 
capable of absorbing large quantities of water that causes expansion with as much 
as 10% volume change (Hylland and Mulvey, 2003). 
 
At the moment, the only information that can indicate subsurface change 
associated with PVU in Paradox Valley is the seismicity recorded by PVSN 
(Figure 16). If this seismicity is indirect evidence of brine water migration (or 
pore pressure change), it can be deduced that the fluid has migrated along a 
NNW-SSE azimuth west of the valley and extended to about 15 km long in the 
last twenty years. However, comparison of the earthquake locations with the 
InSAR results in this study for ERS1, ERS2, Envisat, and ALOS-1 scenes, in 
either short time intervals of months or several years, particularly after 1996-2001 
when the injection rate was at its highest, shows no sign of deformation that can 
be associated with PVU Well #1. Based on previous reservoir studies, InSAR 
pairs in different observation times indicate a consistent elongated subsidence or 
uplift centered at or near the well with elongation and extent controlled most 
probably by geology, structures or fracture/pressure distribution related to 
extraction on oil fields (Fielding and others, 1998; Jha and others, 2015) or 
injection on CO2 injection field (Yang and others, 2015). Such signal is not found 
in Paradox Valley based on the interferograms analyzed in this study. Moreover, 
considering the spatial resolution of data used in this study (14 mm for L-
band/ALOS and ~40mm for C-band/ERS/ENVISAT), the weather and/or 
seasonal expansion/contraction of soil in the region observed on interferograms 
could mask any other deformation in the area. Hence, if the surface deformation 
related to PVU is less than +/-10cm, InSAR from ALOS and ERS/ENVISAT with 
good coherence would not be able to resolve such deformation. 
 
In case of surface deformation that is less than 1 cm over several years, such a 
change can be extracted from a large set of interferograms using a more advanced 
approach like estimate of atmospheric effects (Doin et al., 2009; Jolivet et al., 
2014), satellite water vapor measurements (Li et al., 2009) and empirical radar 
propagation delays (Lin et al., 2010). Other advanced InSAR methods are time 
series analysis methods where the atmospheric noise is separated from ground 
deformation signals (Agram et al., 2013) or persistent scatterers analysis (Hooper, 
2008). These advanced methods are not done under this Technical Memorandum 
report.  
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6 Conclusion 
Essentially SAR interferometry measures the change in distance between the 
radar and the ground of the Earth’s surface in the period of time spanned by two 
SAR scenes. Thus, InSAR contains information on topography as well as change 
or deformation in topography that may have occurred within the data acquisition. 
Changes in the atmosphere between the two SAR images can affect the radar 
propagation and cause noise in the measurements. Surface deformation that can 
be motion away and/or towards the satellite causes an increase and/or decrease, 
respectively in the signal path (and therefore phase) difference.  
 
For the SAR analysis under the research efforts for the Second Well Studies for 
the PVU, available SAR data were collected from UNAVCO’s and ASF’s 
archives. These data, composed of ERS1, ERS2, ENVISAT and ALOS-1 satellite 
data, were processed and analyzed for PVU and its adjacent regions. Collected 
SAR images amount to 362 SAR scenes that span from 1992-2000 (ERS1), 1995-
2011 (ERS2), 2004-2012 (ENVISAT) and 2006-2011 (ALOS). GMTSAR, an 
open source software, was used for processing the SAR imageries.  
 
ERS1, ERS2, ALOS-1 and ENVISAT datasets produced some interferograms 
with best coherence among the available SAR imageries from both the UNAVCO 
and ASF archives. InSAR processing produced indications of extensive 
deformation along slopes, valleys, rivers and peaks surrounding and adjacent to 
Paradox Valley. Results indicate possible ground movement that ranges from 2 
cm to 10 cm deformation within several weeks to several years of time interval 
that most probably correlates to soil expansion/contraction caused by weather and 
seasonal variability in the region. There was no indication of any deformation, 
either uplift or subsidence, that can be related to PVU operations on the analyzed 
interferograms in this study. 
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Appendix I 
InSAR results for Paradox Valley from ERS1 images.  

Header indicates the satellite with track (t) and frame (f) numbers in ascending (A) or descending (D) 
direction; upper right number is the baseline length. The lower left number pair is the date when the 
master and slave images were taken.  

The lower right inset shows unwrapped fringes while the lower rightmost inset is the plot of 
corresponding coherence where white pixels indicated high coherence and grey/black  pixel 
corresponds to low or no correlation wherein the area enclosed in rectangle is the Paradox Valley 
region. Plot of line of sight (LOS) displacements are in centimeters between the master and slave 
images where blue (away) and red (toward) are displacements of the ground relative to the the satellite, 
please see scale. Also shown are the locations of brine extraction area (solid circle) and PVU’s injection 
site (star).
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Appendix II 
InSAR results for Paradox Valley from ERS2 images.  

Header indicates the satellite with track (t) and frame (f) numbers in ascending (A) or descending (D) direction; 
upper right number is the baseline length. The lower left number pair is the date when the master and slave 
images were taken.  

The lower right inset shows unwrapped fringes while the lower rightmost inset is the plot of corresponding 
coherence where white pixels indicated high coherence and grey/black  pixel corresponds to low or no 
correlation wherein the area enclosed in rectangle is the Paradox Valley region. Plot of line of sight (LOS) 
displacements are in centimeters between the master and slave images where blue (away) and red (toward) are 
displacements of the ground relative to the the satellite, please see scale. Also shown are the locations of brine 
extraction area (solid circle) and PVU’s injection site (star).
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Appendix III 
InSAR results for Paradox Valley from ALOS1 images.  

Header indicates the satellite with track (t) and frame (f) numbers in ascending (A) or descending (D) 
direction; upper right number is the baseline length. The lower left number pair is the date when the 
master and slave images were taken.  

The lower right inset shows unwrapped fringes while the lower rightmost inset is the plot of 
corresponding coherence where white pixels indicated high coherence and grey/black  pixel 
corresponds to low or no correlation wherein the area enclosed in rectangle is the Paradox Valley 
region. Plot of line of sight (LOS) displacements are in centimeters between the master and slave 
images where blue (away) and red (toward) are displacements of the ground relative to the the satellite, 
please see scale. Also shown are the locations of brine extraction area (solid circle) and PVU’s injection 
site (star).
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Appendix IV 
InSAR results for Paradox Valley from ENVISAT images.  

Header indicates the satellite with track (t) and frame (f) numbers in ascending (A) or descending (D) 
direction; upper right number is the baseline length. The lower left number pair is the date when the 
master and slave images were taken.  

The lower right inset shows unwrapped fringes while the lower rightmost inset is the plot of 
corresponding coherence where white pixels indicated high coherence and grey/black  pixel 
corresponds to low or no correlation wherein the area enclosed in rectangle is the Paradox Valley 
region. Plot of line of sight (LOS) displacements are in centimeters between the master and slave 
images where blue (away) and red (toward) are displacements of the ground relative to the the satellite, 
please see scale. Also shown are the locations of brine extraction area (solid circle) and PVU’s injection 
site (star).
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20110829_20120126

68m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

315



20110829_20120225

43m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

316



20110829_20120326

178m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

317



20110928_20111227

83m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

318



20110928_20120126

197m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

319



20110928_20120225

307m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

320



20110928_20120326

439m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

321



20111227_20120126

197m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

322



20111227_20120225

167m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

323



20111227_20120326

440m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

324



20120126_20120225

111m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

325



20120126_20120326

245m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

326



20120225_20120326

139m
ENVISAT: T84 F2835 

327



20080817_20090315

426m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

328



20080817_20090906

181m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

329



20080817_20091220

364m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

330



20080817_20100124

167m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

331



20080817_20100404

300m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

332



20080817_20100509

49m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

333



20080817_20100613

126m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

334



20080817_20100718

304m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

335



20080817_20100822

297m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

336



20080817_20100926

176m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

337



20090315_20090906

247m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

338



20090315_20100124

353m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

339



20090315_20100404

173m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

340



20090315_20100509

380m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

341



20090315_20100613

362m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

342



20090315_20100926

282m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

343



20090906_20091220

534m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

344



20090906_20100124

138m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

345



20090906_20100404

160m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

346



20090906_20100509

134m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

347



20090906_20100613

128m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

348



20090906_20100926

64m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

349



20091220_20100228

68m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

350



20091220_20100718

68m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

351



20091220_20100822

77m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

352



20100124_20100228

493m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

353



20100124_20100404

298m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

354



20100124_20100509

129m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

355



20100124_20100613

41m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

356



20100124_20100822

400m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

357



20100124_20100926

77m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

358



20100228_20100718

135m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

359



20100228_20100822

1074m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

360



20100404_20100509

265m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

361



20100404_20100613

286m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

362



20100404_20100926

222m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

363



20100509_20100613

88m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

364



20100509_20100718

346m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

365



20100509_20100822

340m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

663



20100509_20100926

128m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

367



20100613_20100718

378m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

368



20100613_20100822

373m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

369



20100613_20100926

80m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

370



20100718_20100822

10m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

371



20100822_20100926

450m
ENVISAT: T184 F2835 

372



20050420_20060719

197m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

20050420_20060719
373



20060301_20061206

381m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

374



20060301_20070110

130m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

375



20060301_20070321

239m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

376



20060301_20071121

363m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

377



20060405_20060823

110m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

378



20060405_20061206

397m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

378



20060405_20070214

110m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

380



20060405_20070425

161m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

381



20060823_20070214

3m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

382



20060823_20070425

120m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

383



20060823_20091230

46m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

384



20061206_20070110

251m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

385



20061206_20070321

143m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

386



20061206_20071121

43m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

387



20070110_20070321

111m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

388



20070110_20071121

236m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

389



20070214_20070425

123m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

390



20070214_20091230

47m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

391



20070321_20071121

125m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

392



20070425_20091230

96m
ENVISAT: T320 F765 

393
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